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Pediatrician Applauds Challenging and Gripping Book We am a pediatrician with a profession including private pediatric
practice for 31 years, 11 years as a major university Division of Pediatrics Clinical Associate Professor of Pediatrics in a
community pediatric residency training program, and most recently, 5 years practicing pediatric integrative medicine.
Both of these books together provide a roadmap for enhancing vaccine safety and a wealth of ideas for how both
parents and we specialists can begin to lessen the risks inherent in vaccines. His sources however are of the highest
credibility and his type of reasoning irrefutable. A beautifully condensed resource for citations and info. This publication,
by a parent of an autistic child, and another recent book by pediatrician Paul Thomas, The Vaccine Friendly Strategy
(2017), possess led me to reconsider a lot of what I have been taught and read in the region of vaccine effectiveness,
safety, and especially about Knowledgeable Consent – a long-kept foundational precept in neuro-scientific medicine. In
fact, these two books jointly, along with prior exhaustive research of relevant scientific content articles and other books
on both sides of the problem have led me to the final outcome that standard practice of information provided to parents
of children about the vaccines that are suggested does not qualify as Informed Consent. It could more accurately be
described as Uninformed Coercion.These comments aren't designed to claim or imply vaccines are “the” reason behind
autism, nor that children shouldn't receive vaccines at all – but instead that there is a dire and pressing should try to
learn more about vaccine effectiveness and safety, and especially that educated consent and the related issue of
parental choice about whether or not the youngster receives recommended vaccines should be modified. It's been more
than eye-opening to understand that vaccines aren't, in the unqualified feeling, “safe and effective.” Even more so, it has
been troubling to realize that we as an occupation have failed to provide our sufferers true informed consent about
vaccines. In the end, the Hippocratic oath dictates “Primum non nocere” (initial do no harm), and awards to families for
vaccine adverse occasions through the VAERS system and the “Vaccine Court” since 1986 possess surpassed $3.7 billion
- in something that's expensive, arduous for family members to navigate, and stacked against petitioners. THE UNITED
STATES Supreme Courtroom ruling in 2011 helping vaccine manufacturers’ exemption from any liability for vaccine
damages, because vaccines are “unavoidably unsafe” (Bruesewitz v. Wyeth LLC) is prescient.I urge all parents or parents-
to-be, as well as fellow pediatricians and other health care professionals who administer vaccines, to learn this book,
and also Dr. Thomas’ above-referenced function. We all owe J.D. Handley the thanks to at least reading and considering
what his remarkable synthesis of released and credible evidence displays. I find the info he shares to end up being
compelling, albeit in many cases quite disturbing. With a 42-year professional pediatric background and after about 7
years of intensive study of the science behind vaccines, autism, and their connection or absence thereof, I find the
writer’s reasoning and the resources he cites to be extraordinarily well conceived and credible. Had I not previously read
about many of the lines of analysis and proof he cites, I would have found his conclusions shocking to the point of
outright dismissal. I have found them to being among the most courageous, inspiring, and motivated parents I have ever
encountered in my own 47-year career.Two oft-repeated statements created by parents and experts as well who
summarily dismiss the idea that vaccines aren't “safe and sound and effective” in the unqualified sense are:• Vaccines
have been proven not to trigger autism. The epidemiological research executed by the CDC during the past about
vaccines and autism was terribly designed and just examined one ingredient in one vaccine (Thimerosal in MMR
vaccine). Want to learn the book again already.The prevailing cultural tendency to label any parent, or even health care
professional, who questions vaccine safety or effectiveness as “anti-vaccine” and frequently repeating the above two
unsupportable assertions, must stop. Eroding confidence and rely upon vaccines among both organizations can only
become repaired through honest, respectful dialogue and following a few of the suggestions advanced by Mr. Ravenel, M.
Of these past 5 years I've worked with numerous children who've autism and with their parents.) offers known for at
least a decade that these children possess chronic low level infections because their cells can't produce more than
enough energy to overcome sickness. Two of the world's top autism doctors admit that vaccines may and do cause
autism When two of the top Johns Hopkins autism doctors admit in depositions that 30% of autistic instances could
have been prevented had someone tested a child for mitochondrial dysfunction just before providing them with the
12-18 month vaccines, the vaccine industry knows it's in trouble. Attorney: Your opinion is unlike, say, the opinion of the
cdc, correct? He also cites plenty of research. I plan to recommend both of these books to all parents and professionals



who inquire about resources to become more educated.Samuel D. Handley. Great buy!, F.A.A.PRobinhood Integrative
HealthWinston Salem, North CarolinaSeptember 20, 2018 Epic Mic Drop Just when you imagine that you know all
presently there is to know approximately the rise in Autism diagnoses, the underlying issues behind it, the politics of the
Vaccine court, and whats approaching – JB Handley comes away with a book that turns your knowledge on its head.
Several pages of References at the end of the book. It is riveting, and from somebody who lives it day in and day trip,
that’s large. This issue is certainly of staggering and rapidly expanding importance.JB’s sentence in the introduction is
actually his purpose for the book; “I understand that autism is preventable and recoverable, but we’ll under no
circumstances end this epidemic until we reckon with the lies and obfuscation that enable it”. Find myself attempting to
stay up reading it at night!Thank you, Mr. America's Vaccine Damage Compensation program (what, you didn't know we
couldn't sue vaccine producers for hurting our children? They offer wish that the exponential increase in the incidence
of autism to 1 in 32 kids (CDC Fall, 2017) could be rolled back again to past dramatically lower levels later on. And the
immune activation event of getting those 12-18 month vaccines sends them off a mind damage cliff that they are not
coming back from. The vaccine market prevented several congressional hearings on the matter.25), rather than likely to
pay the medical bills of children mind damaged by the MMR, they are paying for the vaccine courtroom to commit fraud
on the parents of vaccine injured children.I wouldn't recommend investing in a copy of the book. It is not contrary to
their data. This is the book to end the debate. Vaccines perform cause autism. It is NOT unlike their data. Handley, and
Dr.Dr. Everyone needs to browse this! I'd recommend buying several copies and providing them with to your doctors,
your very best friends, and your siblings.This testimony sums up the book and it’s importance. Full recommendation, I'm
investing in a second one for my pediatrician who admittedly doesn't do "bench" research and only will what AAP says
to do. Guide to self damage and child abuse. He’s not really the fringe, he’s the very best of mainstream medicine on the
subject, and he’s stating that although CDC claims vaccines cannot cause autism, their very own data says
normally.People, this is BIG. From the testimony of the doctors to the deposition of Plotkin himself to the studies that
show just how vaccines can result in autism in susceptible children- this book is world changing for individuals who
actually care plenty of to investigate it. For all those brave enough to learn beyond the inflammatory headlines and
trolling commentary, you will learn WHY it’s occurring and HOW to address this epidemic.#readthebook Very
informative, helps explain my adverse reaction to HPV vaccines Very well written reserve that helped me understand
why the HPV vaccines activated dormant Lyme Disease and co-infections in my body, triggering my own body to shut
down and move haywire for some of my 20's. Doctors won't give you these details because they are not really taught it!
If, on the other hand, you have approved the "vaccines do not trigger autism" market sponsored disinformation and you
don't wish to problem yourself with the reality you should avoid this book just like the plague. He discusses what
analysis says. Thomas, for providing parents of kids and us experts who work with them indispensable resources for
making intelligent decisions about vaccines in a manner that is true Informed Consent.D. Excellent book. I would not
hesistate to buy. I was provided the opportunity to read an assessment copy of ‘How to get rid of the Autism Epidemic’ a
few weeks ago, and I spent labor time doing just that.The author virtually destroys each of these arguments in a fashion
that requires someone to suspend rationality to keep to believe they are true. Very informative. Author has encounter w
Autism in his child. He is an excellent writer too so it isn't boring at all. This book shines a light on those lies that we
maintain hearing, and anyone who reads it with even a sliver of an open up mind will come from its reading with a
significantly broader understanding of how we surely got to this example and what we have to do to go on. A great deal
to ignore It is incredibly detailed, informative and thorough. Dr.Along the way to become educated about environmental
causes of various chronic health issues that are common in an integrative medicine practice, always looking for
pathways to improve underlying causal pathologies, I have go through some 18 books about vaccines and about
biomedical treatments for autism. Richard Kelley is certainly a Johns Hopkins professor of pediatrics (Kennedy Kreiger
Institute) who offers testified numerous times with respect to the US government. If you would like to endanger your
own kids and the lives of others, following a advice in this profiteering pile of rubbish is an excellent way to start.
Wonderfully Fair Explanation of 1 of the SIGNIFICANT REASONS of Autism This book is well crafted, well referenced, and
logically presented. If you are genuinely interested in protecting your small children from at least one of the primary



factors behind autism then I highly recommend that you go through this book. I normally steer away from this kind of
book since it causes overload. Definite buy! Kelley: It really is unlike their conclusion. Everyone needs to read this. Very
well written and helpful. The CDC and many vaccine advocacy organizations including the mainstream mass media get
funding from vaccine manufacturers. When you have been researching vaccine protection that is a must have. Amazing
New Information - ESSENTIAL Read The vaccine program is horribly mismanaged. Vaccines are not tested using a double
blind placebo-controlled procedure which is anticipated of pharmaceutical medicines. When vaccines are examined
utilizing a terribly designed experimental trials the individuals are not noticed over years which is expected of
pharmaceutical medicines. Moreover, vaccine trials never test giving multiple vaccines simultaneously to the
participants which is what happens in the real world. Great Great read. Congress provided the vaccine industry
immunity from all lawsuits. It might be astonishing to know significantly less than 1% of vaccine undesireable effects
are reported.• The research is settled. One writer of the CDC study is normally a criminal fugitive sought by the federal
government while another writer became a whistle blower and submitted proof to congress that the CDC engaged in
fraud in its study.That means that when Americans (through their insurance premiums) pay out the 75-cent taxes on
every vaccine element (as in, the MMR is taxed as $2.
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